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There are many characterizations which distinguish finite-dimen-

sional normed linear spaces from infinite-dimensional normed linear

spaces. Perhaps the best known of these is the compactness of the

unit ball. Recently, V. Klee [l] showed that in any infinite-dimen-

sional normed linear space there exists a decreasing sequence of un-

bounded but linearly bounded closed convex sets whose intersection

is empty. We will give here a somewhat similar condition which

holds in all infinite-dimensional normed linear spaces but does not

hold in any finite-dimensional space. We begin with the following

terminology. U will denote the unit ball {x: ||x|| ^1} and 5 the unit

sphere jx: ||x|| = 1}. A shell will be any set of the form {x: ri^||x— a||

g r2 for 0 = rx S= r2} where a is a point.

5 will be called nonflat at x where x is in 5 if given any open set 0

containing the null vector there exists some number p>l such that

(x+pU)C\(—x+pU)EO, and 5 will be called finitely nonflat if there
exists a finite number of points {x, }"=1 in S such that fl(xy+pc7) C0-

A collection of sets has the finite intersection property if the inter-

section of the sets in any finite subcollection is not empty.

Theorem. Let B be a normed linear space. Then B is infinite dimen-

sional i/ and only if there exists a bounded collection o/ shells which has

the finite intersection property but whose intersection is empty.

Proof. Suppose first of all that S is finitely nonflat. Let

P = X {Ra: a in S} be the product space of all real-valued functions

on 5 with the topology of pointwise convergence, and for x in U and

a in S, let d(x, a) denote the norm distance from x to a. We associate

with each point x in U the point px in P where px(a) =d(x, a), and we

denote the set {px:x in U} by P(U). If x and y are two distinct

points of U and the line containing x and y meets 5 at a, then

d(x, a)^d(y, a). Hence, the mapping T: P(U) onto U defined by

P(px) =x is well defined. Furthermore, since 5 is finitely nonflat, T

is continuous; for T is clearly continuous at po or px, ||x|| =1, and

continuity of T can be established at all points of P(U) by using a

translation argument and noting the following: If 0= {x: ||x|| <r} is

any open ball containing the null vector and if {x/}"=1 are points of

5such that n(x,+pf/) C0 for somep> 1, then f)(t1x, + (tj + 2(fi-1)) U)
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C20 for all t3 such that0^3^2. Since P(77)C {p in P: 0g£(a)^2}

and the latter set is compact by Tychonoff's theorem, PiU) cannot

be closed in P; for otherwise U would be compact and B would be

finite dimensional. Thus there is a net {py: y in T} such that py is in

PiU), lim py = p, and p is not in PiU). The collection of all shells

of the form {x: pia) — l/n^\\x — a\\^pia) + l/n}, where a is in 5

and n is a positive integer, has the desired properties.

If 5 is not finitely nonflat, then for some neighborhood {x: \\x\\ Sr}

of the null vector, the collection C of all balls of the form {x: \\x— a\\

= 1 + 1/w}, where a is in 5 and « is a positive integer, has the finite

intersection property. Furthermore, the intersection of any finite

number of elements of Q contains points y such that ||y|| =r. Since the

intersection of all elements in C consists of the null vector, the col-

lection consisting of all elements of 6 as well as the shell {x: \\x\\ =r}

has the desired properties.

If B is separable, 5 is separable and the above argument can be

altered slightly to yield a sequence of shells having the finite inter-

section property but having empty intersection. The replacement of

shells by balls in the theorem is not in general possible; for example,

this is prohibited in conjugate spaces by the weak* compactness of

the unit ball. However, there are spaces where this replacement is

possible, and J. Lindenstrauss has given in [2] necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the existence of a collection of balls which have

the finite intersection property but have an empty intersection.

We conclude by remarking that we do not know whether the theo-

rem is true when "shells" are replaced by "spheres" or by "spheres

of radius one."1 The best result of which we are aware in this direc-

tion is the following.

Theorem. In any infinite dimensional inner-product space E there

is a collection of spheres of radius one having the finite intersection prop-

erty but having empty intersection.

Proof. Let {xr:r in R} be any complete (maximal) orthogonal

system in E such that ||xr|j = 1/2 for all r in R. The collection consist-

ing of all spheres of the form 5(xr) = {x: \\x— xr|| = 1} as well as those

of the form 5(— xT) = {x: ||x+xr|| = 1}, for r in R, has the desired

properties. To see this, we first note that if y is in 5(xr)H5( — xr),

then y is orthogonal to xT. Thus, if y is in the intersection of all such

spheres, y must be orthogonal to all xr; and by the completeness of

the system, y must be the null vector. But, this is impossible because

1 This problem has been suggested by the referee.
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the null vector is not in any of the spheres. If Rn is any finite subset

of R and xf is in R but not in Rn, then 3ll2xf is easily seen to be con-

tained in the set !"),-<=#„ (S(xr)r\S( — xr)), and, therefore, the collection

has the finite intersection property.
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